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Aiming at the problem of resource scheduling optimization in enterprise management cloud mode, a customizable fuzzy
clustering cloud resource scheduling algorithm based on trust sensitivity is proposed. Firstly, on the one hand, a fuzzy clustering
method is used to divide cloud resource scheduling into two aspects: cloud user resource scheduling and cloud task resource
scheduling. On the other hand, a trust-sensitive mechanism is introduced into cloud task scheduling to prevent malicious node
attacks or dishonest recommendation from node providers. At the same time, in the cloud task scheduling, cloud resources are
divided according to the comprehensive performance of resources, and the trust sensitivity coefficient of each type of task
resources is calculated.*en, according to the trust sensitivity coefficient, the matching cloud tasks are selected for users.*rough
the comparison of simulation experiments, the customized fuzzy clustering cloud resource scheduling algorithm proposed in this
paper reduces the user’s cost of selecting cloud service provider in the cloud resource scheduling. It not only embodies the
principle of cloud resource allocation on demand but also can give full play to the advantages of cloud resources and improve the
throughput of the whole cloud system and the satisfaction of cloud users.

1. Introduction

*e traditional enterprise management lays particular stress
on the management of the production process and considers
that the source of economic benefits of enterprises can only
be the production of products, so it is natural that the
priority of quantity and output value is justified. *erefore,
the management of management attaches importance to the
production process [1, 2]. Modern enterprise management
believes that the economic benefit of an enterprise depends
on many factors in the enterprise, such as whether the
business decision is correct, whether the product design
innovation is reasonable and timely, and whether the staff’s
enthusiasm is exerted [3–5]. In a word, to a large extent, it
depends on all kinds of resource scheduling. Traditional
resource scheduling algorithms generally separate the at-
tributes of resources from their service classes when de-
scribing the characteristics of resources. *erefore, the
description of comprehensive service capabilities of re-
sources has certain limitations. *e traditional scheduling

method mainly takes the whole service resource as the se-
lection object, without considering the characteristics of the
resource itself and user preference, which will not only
increase the cost of service resource selection but also affect
the performance of the system [6]. *e traditional sched-
uling algorithm will let all users compete together instead of
allocating resources by a single user. Although it seems to be
in line with the allocation principle, it has no commercial
operation value and ignores the trust sensitive problem in
resource scheduling.

For the resource scheduling optimization problem in
cloud service environment, many scholars have invested a
lot of manpower and material resources to do related re-
search. At present, the scheduling research of cloud re-
sources mainly refers to the scheduling optimizationmethod
in grid computing. Due to the great difference between the
two, cloud computing system is mainly used in the huge data
processing field, while the grid computing system tends to
the scientific computing field, so it cannot be completely
studied according to the scheduling method of grid
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computing system [7, 8]. At present, in the distributed
environment, the traditional scheduling algorithms to
complete the task in the shortest time include max min, Min
Min Min, OLB, and greedy algorithm, while the scheduling
optimization algorithms based on stochastic algorithm and
artificial intelligence include genetic algorithm, particle
swarm optimization algorithm, and ant colony algorithm,
which have adaptive search ability [9].

In order to improve the resource utilization of cloud
users and reduce the huge cost of cloud task scheduling, a
more reasonable resource scheduling method is proposed
[10]. A customizable fuzzy clustering cloud resource
scheduling algorithm with trust sensitivity is proposed.
Firstly, on the one hand, a fuzzy clustering method is used to
divide cloud resource scheduling into two aspects: cloud
user resource scheduling and cloud task resource schedul-
ing. In cloud user resource scheduling, cloud users and cloud
providers are automatically bound to reduce the cost of
resource scheduling. On the other hand, a trust-sensitive
mechanism is introduced into cloud task scheduling to ef-
fectively prevent malicious node attacks or dishonest rec-
ommendation from node providers. At the same time, in the
cloud task scheduling, cloud resources are divided according
to the comprehensive performance of resources, and the
preference coefficient of each type of task resources is cal-
culated. *en, users can select more matching cloud re-
sources according to the trust sensitivity coefficient of
resources. *rough the comparison of simulation experi-
ments, this paper proposes a customized fuzzy clustering
cloud resource scheduling algorithm based on trust sensi-
tivity, which can reduce the cost of selecting cloud service
providers. It not only embodies the principle of cloud re-
source allocation on demand but also can give full play to the
advantages of cloud resources and improve the throughput
of the whole cloud system and the satisfaction of cloud users.

2. Enterprise Comprehensive Operation and
MaintenanceManagementPlatformBasedon
Cloud Computing

2.1. Task-Oriented Integrated Operation and Maintenance
Management Architecture. Task-oriented cloud computing
service and data resource management system is a unified
network management framework technology in the cloud
computing environment. It includes describing the application
of network service requirements in a unified language, opti-
mizing it in combinationwith user needs, and seeking to achieve
effective resource allocation based on global strategy, which is
related to the optimization of mapping strategy and resource
recovery [11, 12]. *e overall architecture of the task-oriented
cloud computing service and data resourcemanagement system
is shown in Figure 1. *e architecture includes the following
four types of information interaction subjects:

(1) Users
Users are the users of task-oriented cloud computing
services and data resource management system.*ey
are responsible for proposing requirements,

formulating strategies, and comprehensive cloud
network operation management and maintenance.
Users mainly use the integrated operation and
maintenance controller to realize information in-
teraction, which includes task requirement infor-
mation, virtual machine network planning
information, static and dynamic policy information,
etc. Among them, the service selection algorithm in
Section 2 is used to select operation andmaintenance
services.

(2) Integrated operation and maintenance controller
*e integrated operation andmaintenance controller
accepts the user’s requirements and is responsible for
the implementation of policy deployment. *e in-
formation interaction parties are users, underlying
cloud physical resources and network controller.*e
main interactive information includes receiving the
user virtual machine demand strategy, translating
the user network requirement strategy into logical
requirement, delivering it to the network controller,
receiving the deployment strategy from the network
controller, and configuring the deployment strategy
in the underlying cloud physical resources.

(3) Network controller
*e network controller provides resource status
monitoring and the formulation of specific policy
configuration parameters. *e underlying cloud
physical resources and integrated operation and
maintenance controller are its information interac-
tion parties. *e main information to be interacted
includes the logical requirement information
transmitted by the integrated operation and main-
tenance controller. After receiving the information,
the network controller obtains the current status of
network equipment through the underlying cloud
network and finally transmits the network resource
status and optimized virtual machine placement and
network configuration strategy to the integrated
operation and maintenance controller.

(4) Underlying cloud physical resources
*rough the above discussion and analysis of other
interaction subjects, it can be concluded that the in-
formation interaction parties of the underlying cloud
physical resources are network controller and inte-
grated operation and maintenance controller. *e
information responsible for interaction specifically
includes the following: the integrated operation and
maintenance controller will transfer the actual network
configuration and virtual machine configuration to the
cluster controller. *rough the cluster controller, the
network controller can detect its device status.

Based on the functional level, in order to ensure that the
user’s needs in network resource self-defined configuration
can be met, network controller and integrated operation and
maintenance controller are the two most important parts of
the system [13]. Among them, the management of the
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physical host and virtual resources is in the charge of the
integrated operation and maintenance controller, and the
user API interface is also provided by the integrated op-
eration and maintenance controller. *rough the API in-
terface, users can set their own network policy requirements.
*e network controller is responsible to the management
and monitoring of network equipment configuration. At the
same time, the integrated operation and maintenance
controller can also obtain services related to network and
virtual machine configuration, so as to determine how to
configure virtual machine in the underlying physical
network.

In the integrated operation and maintenance manage-
ment system, the integrated operation and maintenance
controller is a very important controller component, which
is responsible for the planning, resource deployment, and
management of the underlying cloud resources [14].
*erefore, the component is very important. As the front
section of each cluster, each cluster controller is controlled
by the integrated operation and maintenance controller. By
using the corresponding physical equipment, each cluster
controller can be connected with the node controller in the
cluster, so as to realize the efficient maintenance of all in-
formation of the node controller. Moreover, the life cycle of
these instances is also responsible by the component, and
services such as security group and firewall are provided
according to the network mode. However, the node con-
troller focuses on the management of host operating system,
virtual machine monitor, and virtual network endpoint.

Figure 2 shows the basic operation process of task-oriented
cloud computing service and data resource management
system. It can be described in detail as follows. *e user de-
scribes the network service to be configured through a simple
policy language. When the integrated operation and mainte-
nance controller receives the user virtual network deployment

strategy, the integrated operation and maintenance controller
can translate the user’s policy requirements and obtain the
logical requirements.

*en, the integrated operation and maintenance con-
troller will transmit the user’s logical requirements to the
network controller and consult the latter for the optimal
configuration strategy. After receiving the current state of
the cloud controller, it analyzes whether the current network
controller can meet the needs of the current network. If it
can meet the requirements, it can be deployed. At this time,
the network controller will get the optimization mapping
strategy through the virtual network mapping optimization
algorithm and transmit it to the integrated operation and
maintenance controller. *en, the integrated operation and
maintenance controller is responsible for the actual de-
ployment of the underlying cloud network. On the contrary,
if the remaining physical resources are not enough to meet
the user’s deployment requirements, the user’s request will
be rejected and the maximum number of redeployments will
be judged. If the upper limit is not reached, you can continue
to wait for the next deployment. Otherwise, if the upper limit
is reached, the deployment requirement will be abandoned
and the message should be delivered to the user.

In short, the network controller will use the optimization
algorithm to obtain the virtual machine deployment rules
according to the logic requirements received by the network
controller and the remaining status of the underlying net-
work resources. Finally, the virtual machine resources will be
allocated and deployed in the underlying cloud network
based on the rule.

2.2. Adaptive Cloud Computing Network Scheduling Design.
Task-oriented integrated operation and maintenance man-
agement system can describe the network services that users
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Figure 1: Task-oriented integrated operation and maintenance management system.
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need through simple policy language. After receiving the
user virtual network deployment strategy, the integrated
operation and maintenance controller translates it into user
logic requirements. According to the user’s logical network
resource requirements, a resource view oriented to multi-
objective task requirements is established. Based on the task
resource view, the virtual machine network planning is
carried out by using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP).
Finally, the network planning results are described and sent
to the cluster controller and node controller for virtual
machine deployment. After the virtual machine deployment
is completed, in the running process, based on the load
characteristic value, the comprehensive load optimization
scheduling of the virtual machine is carried out.

Physical machine and virtual machine resources include
CPU, memory, external memory, network bandwidth, network
connection, routing, and switching link of physicalmachine and
virtual machine, with different resource attributes. It is neces-
sary to describe the network resources uniformly at the task
level, that is, to provide a task-oriented resource view. *e
resources in this view are in the form of abstract resource
description, including the attributes of managed object re-
sources, related operations, functions, and results. Task-oriented
resource description can achieve the following goals:

(1) Technical details of shielding different resource data
structures

*e configuration and operation information of
physical machine and virtual machine adopt different
data structures, and the task-oriented resource view
is used to provide management task with manage-
ment view which can shield semantic details of
different resources. Although adding trust-sensitive
mechanism in multiuser scheduling ensures the
fairness of resource scheduling. However, due to the
complexity and diversity of cloud service resources, it
is impossible to accurately define the identity of cloud
users, which may bring malicious service attacks
when accessing cloud resources.

(2) Communicate different types and management
levels of network resources
*ere are different types and different levels of
virtual machine subnets in virtual network envi-
ronment. Task-oriented resource view shields the
technical details of resource data structure, which is
convenient for communication with various types
and levels of network resources. For the same re-
source description, the resource information types
corresponding to different attributes may be dif-
ferent. *erefore, different management protocols
may be needed to realize the final access to these
attributes.*e operation andmaintenance personnel
can represent the resources related to this
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Figure 2: Process of task-oriented integrated operation and maintenance management system.
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management task in the same resource view and then
manage them with the member method of this view.

(3) Multiobjective requirements for management tasks
Based on the management task-oriented description
of resources, the complexity of management is re-
duced. In a specific resource view, only the network
resources that are closely related to this task, as well
as the events and operations on the resources of this
part are included, rather than all the network re-
sources. Management and maintenance personnel
do not need to care about the network resources
unrelated to the management task when they plan
the virtual machine network on the resource view.
*e task-oriented view of network resources is
shown in Figure 3.
*e management task layer includes various specific
functional business activities planned and decom-
posed according to the task. Each management task
may need multiple uniform resource description
object services. In essence, the unified resource view
layer is a management semantic layer, which makes
the management tasks do not need to consider the
technical details of virtual network resources
through unified resource view object (URVO) and
abstract resource description language (ARDL).
URVO layer is a resource view oriented to man-
agement tasks, which greatly improves the devel-
opment efficiency of management applications.

3. Cloud Service Trust Evaluation Model
Based on Extension Cloud

3.1. Construction of Task Scheduling Model in Cloud
Environment. Cloud model is developed from fuzzy set
theory and probability theory. It can reflect the transfor-
mation of quantitative value and qualitative concept. It is
also a new theory that unifies the laws of randomness and
fuzziness in human knowledge and things. Because cloud
model inherits the characteristics of normal distribution and
normal membership function, cloud model has unique
mathematical properties. So far, many kinds of distribution
forms of cloud model are widely used in all walks of life. In
this paper, we use the normal distribution characteristics of
cloud model to reconstruct the matter-element theory in
extenics. In the entire resource scheduling, a cloud provider
with a high degree of trust is selected according to the actual
requirements of users, and cloud users are mainly used as the
core of overall resource scheduling. In task scheduling, the
user selects satisfactory service resources in the cloud re-
source pool according to the trust sensitivity coefficient of
the user’s access to the system task.

*e normal cloud model is represented by the expected
value Ex, entropy En, and superentropy He. Among them,
the expected value Ex represents the central position of the
universe and is the point that best reflects the qualitative
concept of entity attributes; that is, the membership degree
of cloud is represented on the distribution map. Entropy En
is a mathematical expression of the uncertainty of the

concept of entity attributes, which can best reflect the
randomness and fuzziness of qualitative concepts. In other
words, the span of clouds is represented on the cloud dis-
tribution map. *e greater the entropy value, the greater the
span of clouds. Superentropy He is a measure of the un-
certainty of entropy En and relates the randomness and
fuzziness of qualitative concepts. It represents the ran-
domness of sample data collection and represents the dis-
persion degree of cloud droplets on cloud distribution map.
*e larger the value of superentropy, the thicker the cloud
image. In this paper, we use the digital characteristics of
normal cloud model to reconstruct the cloud membership
function, which can solve the problem of uncertainty of
cloud service trust evaluation level limit value, so as to
achieve the effect of softening the hierarchical region.

*ematter-element theory in extenics is mainly based on
matter element, which describes the name n, characteristic
w, and quantity value of things, which is recorded as
TD (w, t, b). In the traditional matter-element evaluation
model, t is used to represent the critical value of each
evaluation index. Generally, it is defined as a constant value
or an interval value, and its own uncertainty is often not
considered. If a thing has multiple attribute characteristics,
the matter-element idea in extenics is as follows:

TD �

w1 t1 b

w2 t2 b

. . .

wn tn b

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (1)

In this paper, we use the randomness and fuzziness of
normal cloud model to reconstruct and improve the
matter-element model in extenics. *e normal cloud model
is usually marked as ΔE(μ). *e normal cloud model is
introduced into the matter-element idea of extenics to
reconstruct it:

TD �

w1 t1 b ΔE μ1( 

w2 t2 b ΔE μ1( 

. . .

wn tn b ΔE μ1( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (2)

Since cloud computing is a commercial service devel-
oped on the Internet platform, there is still a trust rela-
tionship between the services of its Internet entities. *e
trust between service entities in this article refers to trust
sensitivity. Based on the previous trust evaluation model,
this paper presents a service trust evaluation model based on
cloud model and introduces extension theory to propose a
cloud service trust evaluation method based on extension
cloud theory. Depending on the advantages of trust model
evaluation, the value x corresponding to each cloud service
index involved in the evaluation is regarded as a single cloud
drop on the extension cloud map, and the random expec-
tation value Ex and the normal distribution variance ne with
He as the standard deviation are generated by the corre-
sponding cloud generator. Finally, the cloud correlation
degree K between the evaluation value x corresponding to
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each cloud service index and the normal extension cloud
model of cloud service trust level boundary is calculated.*e
mathematical expression is as follows:

φ(t) �
1
2



N

k�0
(X − Ex)

2
+ ξs(loss)n

 . (3)

Let Ex be the domain set of cloud service research, X be
the special attribute of trust or and trusted entity, and t be the
hierarchical language value of cloud service-trusted entity
attribute. *e trust membership degree φ(t) described by T
is called extension trust cloud. Each attribute tuple on the
universe set and the order pair of its extension cloud
membership degree are called extension trust cloud drops.

In complex cloud computing, the attribute entity’s trust
degree is obtained by using the extension cloud theory to
evaluate the attribute entity of each cloud service entity and
reflects the randomness, fuzziness, and uncertainty of
obtaining the attribute trust degree of evaluation entity. *e
evaluation model is shown in Figure 4.

According to the uncertainty of matter-element theory
and cloud model, the advantages of matter-element theory
and qualitative and quantitative analysis are combined to
determine the trust level of each cloud service entity. *e
trust level is divided into several trust intervals, and the
extension trust cloud is generated by standard extension
trust cloud generator. According to the requirements of
cloud service entity attribute trust evaluation, the sample
data collected are preprocessed. Secondly, the extension
reverse trust cloud is generated by the reverse weighted
cloud generator from the trust information describing the
cloud service entity, and the existing cloud service entity
attribute trust cloud is updated in real time to obtain a new
extension trust cloud. Finally, according to the similarity of
extension trust cloud, the current trust value is calculated
and the current trust level is obtained. *e comprehensive

trust value of the attribute is calculated by comparing the
current trust value with the historical trust value, and the
appropriate cloud provider is selected according to the
comprehensive trust value.

3.2. SimulationAlgorithmofCloudResource Scheduling Based
on Fuzzy Clustering. *is paper proposes a trust sensitive
customizable fuzzy clustering cloud resource scheduling
algorithm (tscfcars): according to the user’s demand for
accessing resources and the allocation and utilization be-
tween cloud service providers and resources, it binds
multiple cloud users to their cloud service providers and
cloud service resource sets. In the actual cloud resource
scheduling, due to human factors in the scheduling of
multiple cloud users, the efficiency and number of execution
of resource scheduling are greatly reduced. *e task
scheduling is to bind the single user task resource with its
submitted service list. *erefore, a sensitive mechanism is
added to the multiuser scheduling to ensure the efficiency
and security of resource scheduling.*is paper will study the
multitask fuzzy clustering cloud resource scheduling
method and the single task fuzzy clustering cloud resource
scheduling method.*e specific scheduling process is shown
in Figure 5.

*e resource scheduling model is implemented in the
open cloud environment. *e cloud service information
center (CISC) and cloud User Service Center (USC) are set
up in the system. Firstly, the cloud provider registers with
the cloud service information center; secondly, when the
cloud user logs in for the first time, it needs to register with
USC and generate the cloud user account, and submit the
cloud user’s demand information to CSC according to the
cloud user’s account. Finally, according to the user service
center’s request information, help it to obtain the relevant
cloud provider information, calculate the trust degree of the
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cloud provider’s service ability, and bind the cloud provider
with high trust with the cloud user, so as to obtain useful
service information. At the same time, cloud service
providers also recommend useful resource links or publish
cloud resource advertisements for users. In the whole re-
source scheduling, firstly, according to the user’s actual
requirements, select the cloud provider with high trust or
bind the two and then use the service provider request list
to allocate cloud service resources for users. In this process,
cloud users are the core of the overall resource scheduling.
In the task scheduling, firstly, according to the trust sen-
sitivity coefficient of the user accessing the system tasks,
select the satisfactory service resources in the cloud re-
source pool.

In the complex cloud environment, due to the limited
use of cloud resources, the system submitted a lot of tasks, so
it is very important to allocate reasonable cloud resources to
users in the shortest time of waiting for access to ensure the
completion of user tasks. In the case of fuzzy partition of
cloud resources, when choosing a reasonable method to
search for a matching resource path, due to different re-
source types, when searching for a reasonable resource, the
resource pool will change with the change in the system
environment.

*is paper mainly describes the performance of cloud
system resource scheduling by constructing the three-di-
mensional vector of “computing capacity network trans-
mission capacity resource storage capacity.” *e
performance of cloud system resources is further divided
into μcmp, μb, μstori. Among them, μcmp is the computing
capability of cloud system resource performance, μbis the
communication capability of cloud resource performance,
and μstori is the storage capacity of cloud resource
performance.

According to the requirements of each performance of
cloud system resources, the comprehensive performance
value of cloud resources is calculated: in the formula, the
parameters α, β, and c represent the trust sensitivity coef-
ficient of computing service capacity, bandwidth service
capacity, and resource storage capacity, respectively:

Rg �

�����������������
μcmpα + μbβ + μstoric

|α + β + c|



. (4)

According to the distance between the comprehensive
performance of cloud system resources, the similarity of
cloud resources can be calculated:

Rgij �
Rgi + Rgj





Rgi − Rgj




. (5)

*e mean value of the comprehensive performance
resources was clustered by cloud system, where k represents
the number of resource cluster. Comprehensive perfor-
mance of cluster cloud system resources:

μcmp �
1
k



k

i�1
Rgij + Δδ . (6)

*e fuzzy c-means clustering scheduling method is
proposed on the basis of conventional fuzzy partition
considering the heavy weight factors. *is method is mainly
used to deal with a large number of resource data. *e first
mock exam is to set dataset μcmp, divide the dataset into C
fuzzy resource blocks by using this algorithm, find every
fuzzy partition clustering μcmp in dataset U, and make each
cluster center point and the sample’s nonsimilarity of each
group reach a minimum value. *e calculation of resource
clustering function is as follows:

U k, w1, . . . , wm, t1, . . . , tn(  � 
m

i�1


n

i�1
dij Rgij + μijΔδ 

2
.

(7)

In the fuzzy resource clustering function, M is the
weighted index, U(k, w, t) is the resource clustering mid-
point of fuzzy block group i, and m, n is the minimum
distance between the midpoint of the ith resource fuzzy
clustering and the jth data node.

*is method divides cloud system resource performance
into three categories by a fuzzy mean resource clustering
method. Firstly, the data of the central matrix are collected
through the three-dimensional vector of “computing power
network transmission capacity resource storage capacity,”
and the original data are initialized. Secondly, the cloud
system resources are randomly divided into three categories,
and the cloud resource cluster center is calculated; finally,
each node in the cloud resource class is compared with the
objective function to check the convergence, and a new fuzzy
partition matrix is calculated.

4. Experiment and Analysis

At present, in the cloud environment, there are few resource
scheduling algorithms based on cloud system, and the
improved particle swarm optimization algorithm can realize
the on-demand allocation of cloud service resources and
improve the efficiency of resource scheduling, while the
cloud service resource scheduling algorithm based on a
Berger model can realize the reasonable allocation of re-
sources. *is paper proposes the tscfcars method, which not
only considers the on-demand allocation of resources but
also considers the fair allocation of resources; at the same
time, it introduces trust sensitive mechanism in cloud user
scheduling to obtain reliable services and provides an ob-
jective basis for cloud users to choose trusted cloud
providers.

4.1. Experimental Design. *e cloud system simulation ex-
periment includes six cloud service providers and N cloud
users. *e system is mainly composed of user scheduler, task
generator, resource scheduler, and cloud interaction system.
*e system mainly uses cloud service providers as the main
basis for domain division. *e function of user scheduler is
to bind cloud users and cloud providers automatically, while
the function of resource scheduler is to generate random
resource service nodes according to the number,
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performance, and difference of resource services and deploy
node performance according to resource service nodes. *e
main function of the task scheduler is to bind the resources
obtained by cloud users through the cloud information
service center to the tasks in the task set. *e main function
of the cloud interaction system is as follows: first, request
registration from the cloud information service center
through the cloud service provider and obtain the service
information of cloud users. Secondly, the user sends a re-
quest to the registration center and obtains the information
of cloud provider indirectly, so as to achieve the purpose of
interactive information. *e simulation data of the simu-
lation system mainly include cloud service providers, cloud
service resources, and cloud resource pool sites. *e data of
each module are preprocessed, and its indicators are shown
in Table 1.

*e cloud virtual resource pool node in this paper
mainly includes computing service node, cloud storage
service node, and bandwidth service node. It initializes
various indicators of cloud service virtual resource pool node
from three aspects of computing capacity, transmission
capacity, and storage capacity, as shown in Table 2.

According to the information of cloud users selecting
cloud reliable service providers, firstly, the cloud users’
demand for accessing cloud system tasks is considered from
three aspects of computing type, storage type, and band-
width type. Secondly, the calculation amount of tasks,
bandwidth requirements of user access tasks, and various
indicators of storage capacity are initialized, as shown in
Table 3.

4.2. Experimental Result. In the cloud resource scheduling
algorithm, because of the Berger model, the actual execution
cost of the scheduling algorithm is large. If the tscfcars
resource scheduling method, the Berger model-based re-
source scheduling method, and the improved particle swarm
optimization resource scheduling method are compared,
when the number of cloud tasks increases, the final task
execution time of the resource scheduling algorithm under
Berger model will show an upward trend. *erefore, this
experiment will be divided into two stages according to the
number of cloud users accessing cloud resources tasks for
experimental comparison; that is, when the number of cloud
users accessing cloud resources is large, the task completion
time of tscfcars resource scheduling algorithm and improved
particle swarm optimization resource scheduling algorithm
is compared. *e second is to compare the performance of
the three resource scheduling models when the number of
cloud users accessing cloud resources is small. *e com-
parison of experimental results is shown in Figures 6 and 7.

According to the number of cloud users, the cloud task
can be divided into two phases. One is to compare the task
completion time of tscfcars resource scheduling algorithm
with the improved particle swarm optimization algorithm
when the number of cloud users accessing cloud resources is

large. Second, when the number of cloud users accessing
cloud resources is small, the cloud user satisfaction of the
three resource scheduling algorithms is compared. *e
comparison of experimental results is shown in Figures 8
and 9.

*e simulation results show that when the number of
cloud tasks is small, tscfcars resource scheduling algorithm
and improved particle swarm optimization resource
scheduling algorithm have the same efficiency in the
completion time of task execution and are better than the
scheduling algorithm under the effect of Berger model. In
terms of user satisfaction, tscfcars resource scheduling
algorithm is equivalent to and better than the improved
particle swarm optimization algorithm. When the number
of cloud tasks is large, the tscfcars resource scheduling
algorithm proposed in this paper is better than the
improved particle swarm optimization algorithm and
Berger model-based resource scheduling algorithm in
terms of the completion time of cloud resource task exe-
cution and the user satisfaction of accessing cloud resource
task. *erefore, the algorithm is reliable.

*e idea of resource scheduling algorithm based on
Berger model is to reasonably match the shortest distance
resources between cloud information center and cloud
service provider through calculation and provide them to
cloud users. However, in the process of reasonable resource
matching, the method of computing resource distance one
by one to provide services for cloud users will result in high
system resource cost and can not be used in real system.*e
improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) resource
scheduling method is to continuously search for resources
that meet the conditions in all cloud service resource sys-
tems, which can satisfy fewer cloud users in the shortest
time, but can not meet the direct access of the whole cloud
users.

*e resource scheduling algorithm based on the Berger
model improved particle swarm optimization algorithm
considered by the operability of resources in cloud resource
task execution. However, if the resource scheduling of the
cloud node is honest or the resource scheduling is not
considered, it will lead to the malicious resource scheduling.
*erefore, it will also prolong the completion time of re-
source task execution and reduce user satisfaction. Aiming at
the problems of the above two scheduling algorithms, this
paper proposes tscfcars resource scheduling algorithm,
which mainly adopts the customizable fuzzy clustering
scheduling mode based on trust sensitivity. In this mode,
trust-sensitive mechanism is added to the user scheduling
module, which improves the transaction between cloud
users and cloud providers to a certain extent and also
prevents malicious nodes from attacking, thus effectively
ensuring the reasonable scheduling between cloud service
resources. In addition, in the task scheduling, the user’s
demand task is bound with the user’s satisfied cloud service
resources, which not only improves the completion time of
task execution but also reflects the principle of cloud
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Table 1: Evaluation indicators of cloud providers (unit/104).

Cloud service provider Computing power Transmission capacity Storage capacity
ID1 7×102 3 3×102

ID2 5×102 5 2×102

ID3 2×102 2 3×102

ID4 7×102 3 2×102

ID5 5×102 5 3×102

Table 2: Indicators of each node of cloud service virtual resource pool.

Virtual resource type Computing power (104) Transmission capacity (102) Storage capacity (102)
Computational (2∼6)× 102 0.6∼2.6 6.5∼3.3×102

Storage type 2∼6 0.6∼2.6 65∼3.3×103

Broadband type 2∼6 6∼26 6.5∼3.3×102

Table 3: Indicators required by cloud users to perform system tasks (MB).

Virtual resource type Computing power (102) Transmission capacity Storage capacity
Computational 60∼200 30∼60 30∼140
Storage type 6∼30 3∼6 300∼1400
Broadband type 6∼30 300∼600 30∼140
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Figure 6: Comparison of scheduling time when there are many cloud service tasks.
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Figure 7: Comparison of completion time when cloud service execution is small.
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resource task allocation on demand. *erefore, the cus-
tomizable fuzzy clustering scheduling method with trust
sensitivity has good timeliness and security.

5. Conclusion

In order to solve the trust problem and resource scheduling
problem between entities in cloud service environment, this
paper mainly studies the service trust evaluation model of
extension cloud theory and cloud resource scheduling

optimization under trust sensitivity. Firstly, aiming at the
trust problem existing in the transaction process between
cloud users and cloud providers, this paper combines cloud
model with extension theory and introduces trust-sensitive
mechanism, proposes a service trust evaluation method of
extension cloud, and applies it to cloud transaction to ensure
fair transaction between cloud provider and cloud user.
Secondly, aiming at the resource optimization problem
between users and cloud providers in cloud environment, a
trust-sensitive customizable fuzzy clustering cloud resource
scheduling method is proposed. By using this method, cloud
resource scheduling is divided into two aspects: cloud user
resource scheduling and cloud task resource scheduling, so
as to ensure the reliability and security of user scheduling
and the rationality of cloud task scheduling. Finally, the
effectiveness of the new method is verified by simulation.
*ere are some differences between simulation environment
and real construction environment. *e future research plan
is to build a real cloud environment to test and verify the
model.
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